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the journey to the uk is a difficult one for the couple. on reaching there, they take shelter at a university lecturer's flat. here, the professor introduces meenaakshi as the daughter of a high-ranking iyer family. meenakshi will be a phd scholar. she'll be conducting research on an ancient textile arts form, chikan embroidery.
after some initial miscommunication, meenaakshi finally meets her father, who is happy to see her safe. on the advice of her family, she takes a visit to the ancestral home in mylapore. there she learns more about the cultural heritage of her family and the local people. in the midst of this, raja tries to call the family using

the mobile phone in meenaakshi's possession. the police come to check who is using the phone. after recovering the phone from the police, raja realizes that meenaakshi has finally come home. he goes to the ancestral home and finds a letter from the officer informing meenaakshi to leave the country. he is shocked to find
meenakshi's portrait but is relieved to learn that she has left for the uk. piles of letters from meenaakshi's mum and dad arrive for raja. in the letters, meenaakshi's mum narrates the reasons for her daughter's and santhanam's departure. she explains that their marriage will be a 'true soulmate marriage', because meenakshi
had been born to an iyer brahmin family, and raja was an indian christian. the mum then tells her daughter about santhanam's death and also mentions about the family's ancestral house. she suggests that santhanam, meenaakshi's husband, should find a home for them in their ancestral house. all this news devastates raja.

in the meantime, meenaakshi, though deep in thought, is ecstatic about the news that her husband, santhanam, is alive and is searching for her. she takes a phone call from santhanam in kolkata and wonders why he's not using the phone left by the police. santhanam admits that he's part of a criminal gang. he says he
doesn't have the money to take the phone. meenaakshi informs him that they are in london and knows the address of the ancestral home. santhanam pleads that he'd contacted a friend of raja's and asked him to join them in london.
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